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REVIEW OF DOMINANT 7THS, MINOR 7THS, MAJOR 7THS, SUSPENDED 
2 CHORDS, MINOR 2 CHORDS AND SUBSTITUTION CHORDS

INTRODUCTION TO 9th CHORDS

If you took Apostolic Praise 101, you learned Dominant 7ths, Minor 7ths, Major 
7ths, Suspended 2, and Minor 2 chords and where you can substitute them in a 
song.

Let’s do a Quick Review.

How to Make Dominant 7ths - Formal Way 

STEP 1:  Take a Major Chord (C E G) and add the 7th note of major scale (B) to the 
top of the chord. (C E G B)
STEP 2:  Flat that note.  (C E G Bb)

How to Make Dominant 7ths – Shortcut Way

STEP 1: Take a Major Chord (C E G) and add the 7th note of major scale (B) to the 
bottom of the chord. (B E G)
STEP 2: Flat that note (Bb E G) – Remember that we dropped the C because we 
are playing it in our Left Hand and it makes it easier to play the chord like this.

Substitute going from the I to IV or V to I.  (C to F, F to Bb, G to C, D to G)
__________________________________________________________________

How to Make Minor 7ths - Formal Way

STEP 1:  Take a Minor Chord (A C E) and add the 7th note of major scale (G#) to 
the top of the chord. (A C E G#)
STEP 2:  Flat that note.  (A C E G)

How to Make Minor 7ths – Shortcut Way

STEP 1: Take a Minor Chord (A C E) and add the 7th note of major scale (G#) to 
the bottom of the chord. (G# C E)
STEP 2: Flat that note (G C E) – Remember that we dropped the A because we are 
playing it in our Left Hand and it makes it easier to play the chord like this.

Substitute almost anytime there is a minor chord.
__________________________________________________________________
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How to Make Major 7ths - Formal Way

STEP 1:  Take a Major Chord (C E G) and add the 7th note of major scale (B) to 
the top of the chord. (C E G B)

How to Make Major 7ths – Shortcut Way

STEP 1: Take a Major Chord (C E G) and add the 7th note of major scale (B) to the 
bottom of the chord. (B E G)

Substitute almost anytime on your I or IV major chords.
__________________________________________________________________

How to Make Suspended 2 Chords

STEP 1: We play a major chord.  Let’s play C major chord.  (C E G)
STEP 2: We “kick out” the third. (We always remove the third for suspended 
chords)
STEP 3: We add the second note of the scale (D).  We get C D G = C2.

Substitute anytime there is a major chord.
__________________________________________________________________

How to Make Minor 2 Chords

STEP 1: We play a minor chord.  Let’s play Am.  (A C E)
STEP 2: We add the second note of the scale (B).  We get A B C E = Am2
Notice: This is not a “suspended” chord so we do not “kick out” or “suspend” the 
3rd

Substitute almost anytime there is a minor chord.
__________________________________________________________________

However, you should have learned all of this in AP 101.  If you did not, please contact your 
instructor at apostolicpsom@gmail.com for advisement.

Now let’s move on to some really cool stuff!
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INTRODUCTION TO 9th Chords

AP 103: Advanced Piano Chords will give a more complete explanation and more 
detailed instruction on 9th chords, but this is just a quick lesson to help you get by 
for now.  (Plus it is really cool)

What we are going to do is use the substitution chords and rules that we learned in AP 101 and 
put them all together here.

Exercise Song 1 with Substitution Chords

C2   Cmaj7            C2       C7            F2    Fmaj7                    C2    

C  /  /  /        C  /  /  /        F  /  /  /     C  /  /  /

Am2   Am7                Dm2    Dm7               G2                                  G2      G7

Am  /  /  /     Dm  /  /  /              G  /  /  /       G  /  /  /    C  

Looks a little bit like high school chemistry right?

It is actually pretty simple.  Just a quick review from AP 101... (If you have any questions on 
this, please see the substitution rules on pages 1 & 2 (above).

1) On the first C, we could substitute either C2 (C D G) or Cmaj7 (B E G).
So if we could do either/or, why not put them together and do both?
C2 + Cmaj7 = Cmaj9 (B D E G)  Get it?  2 + 7 = 9 (Right?)  
(By the way, this rule only works for 9 chords, do not try it on 11 or 13 or any other chords.  It is 
just a cute little trick to use for ninths)

2) On the second C, we could substitute C2 (C D G) or C7 (Bb E G).  (We could also substitute 
Cmaj7 in some cases, in which the same rule would apply as on the first C).  So let’s do the same 
thing and put C2 and C7 together.  C2 + C7 = C9 (Bb D E G)  2 + 7 = 9 (Right?)

3) On the first F, we could substitute either F2 (F G C) or Fmaj7 (E A C).
So if we could do either/or, why not put them together and do both?
F2 + Fmaj7 = Fmaj9 (E G A C)  Get it?  2 + 7 = 9 (Right?)  
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4) On the third C, I would just substitute C2 there.  You could also do Cmaj7 but it sounds a little 
funny there in my opinion.

Exercise Song 1 with Substitution Chords (continued)

C2   Cmaj7            C2       C7            F2    Fmaj7                    C2    

C  /  /  /        C  /  /  /        F  /  /  /     C  /  /  /

Am2   Am7                Dm2    Dm7               G2                                  G2      G7

Am  /  /  /     Dm  /  /  /              G  /  /  /       G  /  /  /    C  

(same as on the previous page)

5) On the Am, we could substitute Am2 (A B C E) or Am7 (G C E), so let’s put those together as 
well.
Am2 + Am7 = Am9 (G B C E)

6) On the Dm, we could substitute Dm2 (D E F A) or Dm7 (C F A), so let’s put those together as 
well.
Dm2 + Dm7 = Dm9 (C E F A)

7) On the first G, we can only substitute a G2.

8) On the second G, we can substitute a G2 (G A D) or G7 (F B D), so let’s put those together as 
well.
G2 + G7 = G9 (F A B D)

9) Let’s end on a Cmaj9 (B D E G) for the ending.

So here is the song with all of our new substitutions.  We now have three possible chord 
substitutions on the C, F, Am, Dm, and G chords below.  

Exercise Song 2 with Substitution Chords 

Cmaj9 C2   Cmaj7   C9    C2       C7        Fmaj9  F2    Fmaj7                    C2    

 C  /  /  /        C  /  /  /        F  /  /  /     C  /  /  /
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Am9   Am2   Am7        Dm9  Dm2  Dm7                G2                         G9    G2      G7

 Am  /  /  /     Dm  /  /  /              G  /  /  /       G  /  /  /    C  

INTRODUCTION TO 9th CHORDS

So here is how this works.  

We usually play the chord with the highest “point value” because it usually “sounds the 
best.”  This is the RULE to go by.  

However, the “rules” do not always work in music.  What is the most important thing in music is 
that it “sounds” the best.  

In certain songs, in certain places, a “9 chord” may sound the best, but in other songs, in certain 
places, a “7 chord” may sound the best, or maybe even just a plain “major” or “minor” chord.  It 
all depends on the song, and on what you think sounds best.  This is part of where developing 
your own style comes in.

That being said, here is how I would play the following song.

Exercise Song 3 with Substitution Chords

Cmaj9   /  /  /      C9  /  /  /    Fmaj9  /  /  /    C2  /  /  /

Am9  /  /  /          Dm9  /  /  /      G2  /  /  /   G9  /  /  /    Cmaj9
______________________________________________________________________________

So why did I choose a Cmaj9 on the first line?  Because it has the highest “point value.”  I 
could just as easily have played a Cmaj7 or a C2, but I think that a Cmaj9 sounds prettier.
The same goes for the rest of the chords.

Now go apply this concept to other songs.

Here are some good “Rules” to go by:

Rule 1: Anytime you can play a Major 7th (such as Cmaj7), you can make it a major 9th 
(such as Cmaj9).   (This works 99.9% of the time.)
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Rule 2: Anytime you can play a dominant/flatted 7th (such as C7), you can make it a 
dominant 9th (such as C9).  (This works 99.9% of the time.)

Rule 3: Almost anytime you can play a Minor 7th (such as Am7) you can make it a minor 
9th. (such as Am9)  (This works probably about 70% of the time.  It works 99.9% of the time on 
your minor ii chord and your minor vi chord.)  We’ll discuss this more later.  

Now you know how to play ninths!  Congratulations!  This is HUGE in Pentecostal music.  
Almost anyone can play with major and minor chords.  The majority are somewhat familiar with 
7th chords, but few know how to play and use ninths.  But now you do!  Good job! 
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